Abstract. Dynamic Logistics Alliance is a new form of organization, and partner selection is the basis of its construction. In this paper, a partner selection comprehensive evaluation index system is established in terms of logistics service capability, logistics service cost, logistics service quality, information technology level and cooperative ability, and then the Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP) is introduced to evaluate comprehensively, which was tested in the case of four candidate partners under dynamic logistics alliance.
Introduction
Dynamic logistics alliance refers to the logistics enterprises established a cooperative relationship with mutual trust, revenue sharing and risk sharing through contract, which can integrate the superior resources effectively, and improve the logistics efficiency and customer satisfaction.
Partner selection is the basis of the construction of the dynamic logistics alliance. In the aspect of the construction of partner selection evaluation index system, Goldman [1] , Kochhar [2] established partner selection index system for dynamic alliance from the perspective of agility; Mary Johnson [3] proposed a five-dimensional relationship theory for partner relationship management under the logistics enterprise alliance, including duration, symmetry, diversity, interaction frequency of connection and common promotion of cooperative relationship, which has certain dynamicity and elasticity. In the aspect of the method of partner selection, mainly including data envelopment analysis (DEA), mathematical programming method, neural network algorithm, gray situation decision method, genetic algorithm, analysis hierarchy process, analytic network process, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
As a whole, the current research considers less about the dynamic and flexible features of dynamic logistics alliance, and cannot reflects the requirements of information technology, cooperative ability and other aspects for partners of dynamic logistics alliance. Based on the problem of transportation partner selection of dynamic logistics alliance, a partner selection comprehensive evaluation index system is established in terms of logistics service capability, logistics service cost, logistics service quality, information technology level and cooperative ability, then using Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to evaluate comprehensively, and finally it is verified by examples.
Construction of Partner Selection Comprehensive Evaluation Index System of Dynamic Logistics Alliance
Based on the characteristics of dynamic, opening, organizational flexibility, demands guidance [4] and network of dynamic logistics alliance, we established transportation partner selection evaluation index system for dynamic logistics alliance, as shown in Table 1 . [5] quantity flexibility the adaptability to the changes in transport tasks [5] logistics service cost (1)Logistics service capability: refers to the ability of candidate partners to complete a certain logistics (sub) task for.
(2)Logistics service cost: refers to the cost of candidate partners to complete a certain logistics (sub) task.
(3)Logistics service quality: refers to the working quality of candidate partners to complete a certain logistics (sub) task. (4)Information technology level: refers to the information technology level of candidate partners.
(5)Cooperative ability: refers to the ability and willingness of candidate partners to collaborate and cooperate with the dynamic logistics alliance.
Partner Selection Comprehensive Evaluation of Dynamic Logistics Alliance Based on FAHP
In this paper, the FAHP method is adopted to make the synthesis sort in the process of partner selection, steps as follows:
(1) Construction of the partner selection evaluation hierarchy model of dynamic logistics alliance. According to the hierarchical relation form high to low, carry out the construction of a structure model which includes target layer, criterion layer and index layer.
(2) Construction of fuzzy reciprocal matrix. Fuzzy reciprocal matrix R shows a comparison of relative importance between the elements of this layer and related elements. Assuming that the upper element B has associate with the lower elementsC ଵ , C ଶ ⋯ , C ୬ , the fuzzy complementary matrix can be expressed as:
‫ݎ‬ is scaled by 0.1-0.9, the meaning of the number scale of ‫ݎ‬ is shown in Table 2 [6]. (3) Consistency test of fuzzy reciprocal matrix. The adjusting steps of the matrix are as follows: subtracting the elements of the second row of ܴ ି from its elements of the first row, if the n elements obtained are constant, there is no need to adjust the elements of the second row, otherwise, adjust the elements of second row until the difference of the corresponding elements between the two rows are constant [7] . The above steps continue in turn until the result of the elements of the first row subtract the elements of the n-row are constant [7] .
(4) Hierarchy single ranking. Importance sequencing of the index of certain criterion layer [7] , namely solves the weight value ‫ݓ‬ ଵ , ‫ݓ‬ ଶ ⋯ , ‫ݓ‬ of the elements ‫ܥ‬ ଵ , ‫ܥ‬ ଶ ⋯ , ‫ܥ‬ according to fuzzy reciprocal matrixܴ ି . w ୩ ୩ିଵ = ൫w ୩ି୬ భ , w ୩ି୬ మ , ⋯ , w ୩ି୬ ౡషభ ൯ ሺ3ሻ w ୩ି୬ , i = 1,2, ⋯ , k − 1 is relative to the n ୧ elements of the k-1 layer. The importance vector of the k-layer elements for the overall goal is:
The weight matrix of the n-layer low-level structure for the overall objective can be obtained by integrating the weight matrix of each lay, as it can be seen in Eq. 5.
Establishment of index factor set. Based on the partner selection evaluation index system of dynamic logistics alliance, we make the original value of each index being dimensionless so as to establish index factor set X = ሺX ଵ , X ଶ , ⋯ , X ୬ ሻ .
In this paper, in line with the quantitative index, the membership function is adopted. In line with the qualitative index, on the basis of the expert scoring (scores are controlled between 0 and1), using the statistical method to convert the qualitative index into quantitative index, and further using membership function to make indexes being dimensionless.
(7) Calculation of evaluation set. Determining the index factor set X = ሺܺ ଵ , ܺ ଶ , ⋯ , ܺ ሻ ் and weight set ‫ݓ‬ = ሺ‫ݓ‬ ଵ , ‫ݓ‬ ଶ ⋯ , ‫ݓ‬ ሻ, and then using Eq. 6 to calculate the evaluation set.
ሺ6ሻ Y is the comprehensive evaluation grades of candidate partners under dynamic logistics alliance.
Case Study of Partner Selection Evaluation of Dynamic Logistics Alliance
A large logistics company in Beijing undertakes the transport task of commercial vehicle from Beijing to Guangzhou, and set up a dynamic logistics alliance to complete the logistics tasks. Among them, there is a logistics sub-task of highway transportation from Beijing to Tianjin, and there are M, N, P, Q four candidate partners for this transportation. According to the transportation partner selection evaluation index system established in part 1 and the calculation steps descripted in part 2, we carry out the comprehensive arrangement order for the four candidate partners, the result is shown in Table 3 . According to Table 3 , the comprehensive evaluation grades for M, N, P, Q are 0.8858, 0.8554, 0.8728, 0.8531. There is a little significant difference of level among the four candidate partners, the comprehensive ability of M is the best and then P, the last N and Q.
Summary
Based on the characteristics of dynamic logistics alliance, this paper developed a partner selection comprehensive evaluation index system in terms of logistics service capability, logistics service cost, logistics service quality, information technology level and cooperative ability, which puts emphases on the cooperative ability, information technology and capacity flexibility of partners. Then using Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to evaluate comprehensively, and finally it is verified by examples. FAHP, the method adopted in this paper, is easy to use, and provides a theoretical reference for the transportation partner selection under dynamic logistics alliance.
